Microscopic Monte Carlo simulations of liquid sheets of copper and tin have been performed in order to study the dependence of the surface tension on the thickness of the sheet. It results that the surface tension is constant with the thickness as long as the sheet remains in one piece. When the sheet is getting thinner, holes start to appear, and the calculated surface tension rapidly decreases with thickness until the sheet becomes totally unstable and forms a cylinder. We assume here that this decrease is not due to a confinement effect as proposed by Werth et al. [Physica A 392, 2359[Physica A 392, (2013] on Lennard-Jones systems, but to the appearance of holes that reduces the energy cost of the surface modification. We also show in this work that a link can be established between the stability of the sheet and the local fluctuations of the surface position, which directly depends on the value of the surface tension. Finally, we complete this study by investigating systems interacting through different forms of Lennard-Jones potentials to check if similar conclusions can be drawn.
I. INTRODUCTION
The passing of a shock wave through a free surface of a metal can lead to the ejection of a great amount of particles. Experimental and theoretical studies have shown that the phenomenon of ejection is due to the presence of defects at the surface of the metal (see Ref. 1 and references therein). In the past decades, hydrodynamic simulations have allowed to understand a great part of this phenomenon, and, for example, it has been shown that the amount of ejected material can be linked to the shape of the defects. 2, 3 But if one is interested in predicting the characteristics of the ejected particles, microscopic scale seems to be the good scale to focus on. As an example, in case where the defects are parallel grooves, Durand et al. have recently used Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulations of large systems to show that the ejection process is as follows: (i) the ejected material forms sheets of liquid metal which go thinner and thinner; (ii) when sheets are sufficiently thin, holes appear and sheets break to form filaments; and (iii) those filaments stretch and finally break also to form spherical clusters. 1, 4 It appears that the breaking of the sheets starts when the thickness is about several nanometers. So, to study the last parts of this phenomenon, microscopic simulations seem to be the good tool, and those MD simulations made possible to get the entire size distribution of the final spherical aggregates. Nevertheless, the way the sheets begin to perforate and then break has not been fully explained. Therefore, it could be useful to link the stability of the liquid sheets to the thermodynamic property which seems to be involved in the fragmentation: the surface tension. Indeed, to bring out such a link could be the first step of a model to account for the microscopic processes of breaking in hydrodynamic codes. a) emeric.bourasseau@cea.fr
In previous works, we have shown that methods routinely used to calculate surface tension of organic systems can be applied to metallic liquids. 5, 6 To do so, we used potentials based on the Embedded Atoms Model (EAM). 7, 8 We have shown that those force fields are well suited to simulate liquid metallic sheets and to produce accurate surface tensions. In this work, we propose to study liquid sheets of copper, tin, and Lennard-Jones (LJ) systems at the liquid-vapor equilibrium to extract a relationship between the surface tension and the stability of the sheets with respect to the thickness of the slab. The first aim of this work is to show how the surface tension depends on thickness, and then to eventually extract a stability criterion from the microscopic study of the sheets. From a methodological viewpoint, it is well-known that the calculation of the surface tension of a two-phase system depends on a certain number of factors such as the finite size effects, [9] [10] [11] [12] the range of interactions, [13] [14] [15] [16] the truncation effects, 13, [17] [18] [19] the mechanical and thermodynamic definitions of the surface tension, 18, [20] [21] [22] and the long range corrections to the surface tension. 15, 17, 18, [22] [23] [24] This paper also contributes to this area of research by establishing the role of the slab thickness on the calculation of the surface tension of various systems interacting through different potential models.
The results concerning the metallic systems are presented in this communication. We will also show that similar results can be observed concerning LJ systems. Methods, potentials, simulation details, and extended results are provided in the supplementary material.
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II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have performed simulations of sheets of Sn at 1000 and 1500 K and Cu at 1700 and 2000 K. To calculate the surface tension, we used the Test Area (TA) method. 20 Simulations details, potential models, and the description of the TA method are given in the supplementary material. 25 We report in Fig. 1 They reported a decrease of the surface tension with the slab thickness which is linear with that of the density in the middle of the slab. This behavior was attributed to confinement effects. We propose here another interpretation. In regard with the surface tension, Fig. 1(a) shows the perforation index i p (see the definition in the supplementary material 25 ) as a function of the sheet thickness. We observe that the number of configurations that present holes first is constant above 10 Å, and then increases as D diminishes. For small D values, i p tends to 100% and the asymptotic value gives the minimum thickness of stability under which the planar sheet inevitably forms a cylinder. The evolutions of i p and γ with the slab thickness are symmetrical: when holes start to appear in the sheets, the surface tension begins to decrease. To explain this point, let us remind that the surface tension is a measurement of the energy needed to modify the area of the interface. Therefore, in our protocol, we consider that the area is equal to the area of a perfectly planar and intact surface in all the systems, whatever there are holes or not. Indeed, a hole has to be considered as an irregularity in the surface, exactly as a local fluctuation of the surface position. Of course, that is justified since the sheet remains stable. With that in mind, it appears that for a given modification of the area, a perforated sheet will need less energy to be modified, and so will present a surface tension less important. And the more holes you observe, the more the surface tension is reduced. Finally, when the sheet is so thin that it forms a cylinder, the TA method gives wrong results because the perturbation is inappropriate to calculate the surface tension in such a geometry. So to our mind, the surface tension γ remains constant in regard with thickness as far as the sheet is in one piece. As soon as holes appear, the calculated γ starts to decrease, until the sheet becomes totally unstable and forms a cylinder.
As shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the same correspondence between γ and i p is found for copper at 1700 K. Nevertheless, the thickness under which holes are created is smaller than for tin. This can be explained by the fact that the value of γ is higher; it will be discussed later when we will analyse the fluctuations of the surface. We have also calculated the evolution of γ and i p with the sheet thickness for tin at 1500 K and copper at 2000 K. 25 The same behavior is observed. Basically, the higher the surface tension is, the smaller the thickness under which holes are created. Finally, the two metals at two temperatures exhibit the same behavior. So our point here is that we deduce from our calculations that the surface tension seems to be constant with the slab thickness until the appearance of holes, then γ starts to decrease. Fig. 2(a) shows, for copper at 1700 K, the distributions of the local surface positions of the liquid sheet, ζ Figure 1(c) ). Distributions being symmetrical compared to zero, the intersection of distributions occurs at ζ + = ζ − = 0. So, to determine the thickness under which the sheets become unstable, one just has to simulate one stable system and plot the ζ distribution for one interface. The value of the shift needed for the distribution to reach the axis ζ = 0 indicates the value of the minimum thickness required for stability. As an example, the distribution for D = 19 Å returns to zero near 5 Å (Fig. 2(a) ). The surfaces could thus intersect each other if the sheet thickness is reduced to 10 Å, that means for D = 9 Å. This value exactly corresponds to the one under which we have shown that holes start to appear. The same analysis can be made by studying the ζ distributions for tin. 25 As a consequence, this study shows that the limit of the sheet stability can be evaluated from the analysis of the fluctuations of the position of a single planar interface in a stable liquid-vapor system.
We have also plotted in Fig. 3(a) the distributions of the surface positions of the positive surface of copper at 1700 and 2000 K and tin at 1000 and 1500 K for systems which thickness is about 18 Å. As we have shown that distributions do not depend on the thickness, we are allowed to compare the 4 distributions even if thicknesses are slightly different. We can note that the lower the surface tension is, the wider the distribution is, which corresponds to larger fluctuations of the position of the surface. It is also possible to plot the surface tension in regard with the width of the distributions at the half of their maximum (δ 1/2 ) and we observe a clear tendency (see Fig. 3(b) ). In a last step, we can link the surface tension of the system with the thickness at which perforation is observed, D p . As we could have expected, Fig. 3(b) shows that there is an evident relationship between surface tension and sheets stability.
Finally, to conclude this part about metallic systems, we have underlined two important facts. The first one is that the surface tension appears to be constant with thickness until the liquid sheet becomes unstable, and then decreases as far as holes are appearing. The second one is that the study of the surface tension of a single interface is sufficient to predict for which thickness holes will begin to appear.
To check if this behavior is due to EAM based potentials, we have also studied the thickness dependence of the perforation index and reduced surface tensions for different modified LJ potentials: truncated (LJT), truncated and shifted (LJTS), and truncated and corrected (LJT + JC). To model the nontruncated LJ potential (LJT + JC), we used the method of Janecek 27, 28 that consists of including the long range corrections to the energy into the Metropolis scheme. The results are reported in the supplementary material. 25 It appears that the decrease of the surface tension begins with the increase of the perforation index independently of the potential used and also that the reduced D* value at which the perforation index starts to increase is similar to the different forms of LJ systems. Then, we have reported the LJ results in Fig. 3 , and it can be seen that those results are in complete accordance with the results obtained for metals with EAM and MEAM potentials. In Fig. 4 , we have plotted the γ /γ ∞ for all the potentials used, where γ ∞ is the surface tension for the largest sheet .   FIG. 4 . Ratio of the surface tension to the surface tension γ ∞ calculated at the largest D* for various types of potentials.
All the curves show the same behavior with however a thickness dependence that happens for larger slab thickness for the different LJ potentials. This is in line with the fact that the surface tensions of the LJ potentials are significantly smaller than those of the metals.
III. CONCLUSION
Monte Carlo atomistic simulations have been performed to investigate the dependence of the sheet thickness of the surface tension of liquid sheets of copper and tin. Interestingly, these simulations establish that the surface tension remains constant with the thickness as long as the sheet remains in one piece. When the sheet is getting thinner, holes appear leading to a significant decrease of the surface tension: the sheet becomes totally unstable by forming a cylinder. The behavior of the surface tension with the slab thickness seems analogous to that observed for liquid drops with increasing the surface curvature. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] Simulations of drops and cylinders are currently under progress to investigate this point.
We have also established a link between the stability of the sheet and the local fluctuations of the surface position, which directly depends on the value of the surface tension. This is a very important point because it is the first step toward a model to describe the breaking of the sheets in a hydrodynamic simulation. The same conclusions have been drawn from simulations using different LJ potentials. We have also extracted from all these simulations a master curve representing the reduced surface tension as a function of the slab thickness for different EAM, MEAM, and LJ models.
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